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A. Introduction
Intellectual Property Rights or commonly
referred to as Intellectual Property Rights are rights
arising for the results of the mindset that produces a
product or process that is useful for humans. In
essence Intellectual Property Rights are the right to
enjoy economically the result of an intellectual
creativity. Objects governed in Intellectual Property
Rights are works arising or born out of human
intellectual ability.1 The forms of protection granted
by Intellectual Property Rights are in the form of
copyright, trademark, patent, geographical indication,
industrial product design, layout design of circuits and
trade secrets.2
Indonesia is an archipelagic country not only
has abundant natural wealth but also rich in traditional
culture. Traditional culture born from the diversity of
tribes, languages, customs and beliefs embraced by
the people of Indonesia is then become the identity
and identity of the Indonesian nation. Indonesia has
more than 721 regional languages, about 300 ethnic
groups each with a cultural heritage that flourished
over the centuries and other arts such as dance,
traditional songs, traditional musical instruments and
other cultures.3
This cultural wealth is the work of intellectual
and national potential that must be protected. Not only
limited to protect and preserve cultural wealth alone
but this cultural wealth can also serve as a force for
economic growth in Indonesia. In Traditional
Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expression Rules
explained that the expression of traditional culture is
any form of expression, both material and immaterial,
or a combination of both that indicates the existence
of a culture and traditional knowledge that is
hereditary. Regarding the expression of traditional
culture, the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) explained that:
"Traditional cultural expressions are called
expressions of folklore may include music, dance, art,
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designs, names, signs and symbols, performances,
ceremonies, architectural forms, handicrafts and
narratives, or many other artistic or cultural
expressions. Traditional cultural expressions may be
considered. as forms in which traditional culture is
expressed; form part of the identity and heritage of a
traditional or indigenous community; and are passed
down from generation to generation. "
Therefore, this wealth must have an adequate
legal basis. In its development, indeed there have been
instruments that accommodate traditional cultural
expressions one of which is Article 38 Paragraph (1)
of Law No. 28 of 2014 on Copyright that regulates the
"Copyright on traditional cultural expressions held by
the state". However, these legal instruments have not
been able to optimally manage the traditional
Indonesian cultural expressions that are so rich.
Moreover, compared to neighboring countries,
Malaysia, which has already made efforts to protect
the national potential owned by making and enLawing
the Law of Malaysian Nationality of 2005. The birth
of the law is the result of alteration and collection of
previous rules such as the Deed of Ancient Treasure
1976 and Treasure Troee Law 1957 (Law 542).4
If Indonesia does not respond quickly in the
effort to protect the wealth of culture owned, it is not
impossible other countries can easily make a claim
against our culture. This is evidenced by the
occurrence of theatrical performances I La Galigo
which is the work of the classical Bugis and classical
and sacred value staged in Singapore without the
permission of the Indonesian government. Pendet
Dance case became a Malaysian tourism
advertisement without the permission of the
Government of Indonesia and finally the Government
claimed its ownership.5Another case that occurred in
Bali, namely American citizens plagiarized and
register the traditional motifs of silver in his country.
Based on the registration made in his country the
American citizen sued the silver artisans of Bali, for
making the traditional design. In this case, the
Denpasar District Court decided Bali silversmiths
guilty, for violating the provisions of Article 72 of
Law Number 28 Year 2014 About Copyright. This
decision became a controversy for the Balinese people
because it was considered not to satisfy the sense of
justice. Bali Customary Society thought that the
traditional design of silver is an ancestral design that
has a sacred value and has been used since a very long
time from generation to generation.6
When traditional art and the work of cultural
stakeholders who nourish it receive more recognition,
art communities will face less problems in finding the
audience (both local and national) and the less
difficulty in passing on them to the next generation.7
We should not be silent witnessing the cultural
richness which is one of Indonesia's greatest potentials
to be claimed and exploited by other countries.
Society's understanding of intellectual property
especially on traditional knowledge and traditional
cultural expressions must be arranged so that people
can enjoy their intellectual rights. During this time the
people of Indonesia only believe that cultural wealth is
a communal right that can be used by anyone without
question it. This is certainly contrary to an
individualistic copyright. Because there is a difference
between what is believed by the people of Indonesia
with the legal basis that protect it, then this is where
the government's role to bridge all existing interests.
So far, the government only collects data on
cultural wealth in Indonesia, but has not taken
concrete Lawions to protect this property. In the
traditional cultural expression it has a tantalizing
economic potential and can strengthen Indonesia's
position in the free market. Without our awareness
that our national potential which we should safeguard
has been exploited by other countries without giving
us any profit. For example, in Japan there is a patent
on drugs that are sourced from biodiversity and
traditional knowledge of Indonesia. Where a State is
negligent and neglected to protect Human Rights as an
integral part of human rights, it means that the State
has violated its obligations as the main Lawor of the
protector of the rights of the citizens.
One of the areas in Indonesia that has a cultural
wealth is the province of South Sulawesi. There are
three 3 large ethnics living with harmonious, namely
the tribes of Makassar, Bugis and Toraja. Each of the
ethnic has a cultural richness with its own charity
Laweristics and uniqueness. For example, the
ceremony of death or known as Rambu Solo by Toraja
society, Pakkarena dance of Bugis society, pakacapi
instrument and Anging Mammiri song which is some
art works from Makassar society. We must keep this
culture from extinction. One of the easiest ways is to
recognize, study, and preserve our own culture.
From the above description, this study aims to
examine the form of legal protection arrangements
and the utilization of the intellectual property rights of
dance and song as the expression of traditional culture
by others in the perspective of national law and
international law. The result of this research is
expected to be a solution for the protection of the
wealth of traditional cultural expression and its use for
the welfare of society.
B. Research Method
This research is legal research that is the
process of finding the law that governs Lawivities in
human society.8This research is also supplemented by
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socio-legal research which focuses on how the law
works in the society. It uses statutory, conceptual, and
comparative approaches. Legal sources used in this
research are primary and secondary legal sources,
which are supplemented by interviews with some
informants in order to support analysis. The primary
and secondary legal sources, which supplemented by
interview results, are analyzed to determine the form
of legal protection arrangements and the utilization of
the intellectual property rights of dance and song as
the traditional cultural expression by others in under
national law and international law.
C. Discussion
1. Intellectual Property Rights
Intellectual Property Rights are the legally
protected rights of immaterial objects resulting from
human intellectual abilities in the fields of science,
technology and art, and are beneficial to human life.
Historically, intellectual property rights first appeared
in Venice, Italy in 1470, where patent issues became
heated debates. Recorded at that time there were
remarkable discoveries such as those of Galileo,
Caxton, Archimedes, and several other great scientists
and artists In principle, inventions created at that time
began to be regulated and given the monopoly of their
discovery. The legal mechanisms and arrangements
for the regulation of monopoly rights and legitimacy
of intellectual property rights, in particular patents,
were adopted by the British Empire in the 1500s. It
was then born the first patent law in England, the
Statute of Monopolies issued in 1623. The British
move was then followed by the United States who
drafted and passed a patent law in 1791. Momentum
to refine and extend the intellectual property rights
arrangements harmonized in the convention Paris and
the Berne Convention. These two conventions serve as
a cornerstone of alignment and regulation of
intellectual property rights in a more structured and
complex manner such as patent, trademark and design
issues, to the copyright issues of an idea and a work
that is manifestly manifest.
In Indonesia the legislation of Intellectual
Property Rights started since the Dutch colonial
period with the promulgation of Octrooi Wet No. 136
State Gazette 1911 No. 313, Industrieel Eigendom
Kolonien 1912 and Auterswet 1912 State Gazette
1912 No. 600. After Indonesia's independence, the
Minister of Justice of the Republic of Indonesia issued
announcement No.JS 5/41 dated August 12, 1953 and
No.JG 1/2/17 dated August 29, 1953 on Temporary
Registration Patent. In line with the entry of Indonesia
as a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO)
and ratified the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPs) through Law no. 7 of 1994
and ratified several international conventions in the
field of IPR, then Indonesia must harmonize the
legislation in the field of IPR.
Entering the new millennium, intellectual
property rights became a very important issue that
always received attention in both national and
international forums. The inclusion of TRIPS in the
WTO Agreement package in 1994 marked the
beginning of a new era of IPR development
worldwide. Thus at this time IPR issues can not be
separated from the world of trade and investment. For
that reason, in 1997-2016 the Government revised
some legislations in the field of IPR. In 2000 the
government of the Republic of Indonesia enLawed
four laws that entered the IPR regime, namely Law
No.29 of 2000 on Plant Variety Protection, Law No.
30 of 2000 on Trade Secrets, Law no. 31 of 2000 on
Industrial Design, Law no. 32 year 2000 on the
Design of Integrated Circuit Layout. In 2014, the
Government also renewed the copyright regulation by
enLawing Law No. 28 of 2014 on Copyright
(hereinafter referred to as Law No. 28 of 2014). The
latest regulations in the field of patents, The
Government shall enLaw Law No.13 of 2016 on
Patents and Law No.20 of 2016 on Brands and
Geographical Indications.
Copyright is a private right, a civil right
inherent in the self of the creator. The creator may be
a person, a group of people, a public legal entity or a
private legal entity. Copyright is born to the creator's
creations. Creations arising from thought and feeling
or in the terminology of anthropology, rights born out
of human inventiveness, tastes and intentions.
Therefore, copyright must really be born of human
creativity, not those that have existed outside of
Lawivity or out of human creativity.
There are two rights included in the copyright:
moral rights and economic rights. The moral right is a
right that must remain attached eternally to the
creation created by the creator, while the economic
right is the right which gives economic benefit to the
creator. These two rights in UUNO. 28 Year 2014 are
governed in different articles. Although both rights are
set apart, but the law determines both rights to be
exclusive. What is meant by "exclusive rights" is a
right that is reserved for the Creator, so that no other
party can exploit that right without the author's
permission. The non-Creator copyright holder only
has part of the exclusive right of economic rights.
The scope of copyright protected under Law
no. 28 years 2014 covers works in the field of science,
art, and literature. The validity of its protection varies
there during the life of the creator plus 70 years after
creator dies, some are 50 years old and some are 25
years old. This depends on the type of creation that
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exists, and in some contexts also in who is the owner
of the copyright. At the end of the period of
ownership, then the work of copyright become a
public property, a public domein.
The copyright law implies that Indonesia's
copyright registration system today is a declarative-
negative system. The declarative-negative mean here
refers to Prof.'s opinion. Kollewijn as quoted by
Soekardono that in the declarative system even if the
copyright is registered, the law only recognizes as if
the owner as its owner, de jure must be proven again,
if there are others who deny it, then the right will be
void . That is the essence of the declarative-negative
registration system. This is stated in several articles, as
in Article 74 Paragraph (1) point (c) of Law No.28 of
2014 which regulates "
Copyright holds the principle of originality, so
when any person undertakes the development or
improvisation of the work of a creator on the basis of
having requested permission to the creator of the
work, the person undertaking the acquisition or
improvisation of the work is entitled to a Neighboring
rights or derivative rights of copyright first.
2. Traditional Cultural Expressions
World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) explains that "the categories of traditional
knowledge include ... expressions of folklore in the
form of music, dance, song, handcraft, design, stories
and artwork ..." In the elucidation of Article 38
Paragraph (1) of Law Number 28 Year 2014 regarding
Copyright is explained on matters which include
Traditional Cultural Expression, encompassing one or
a combination of forms of expression as follows:
a. Textual verbal, both oral and written, in the form
of prose and poetry, in various themes and content
of the message, which can be either literary or
informative narrative;
b. Music, including among other vocals,
instrumental, or combination thereof;
c. Motion, including among other dances;
d. Theater, covering among others puppet shows and
folk plays;
e. Art, both in the form of two-dimensional and 3-
dimensional made of various materials such as
leather, wood, bamboo, metal, stone, ceramics,
paper, textiles and others or
f. its combination; and
g. Traditional ceremonies.
The diversity of tribes, languages, customs
and beliefs that exist in Indonesia, making Indonesia a
rich country in traditional culture. Indonesia has 1,128
tribes spread across Indonesia with more than 300
regional dialects, more than 3000 (three thousand)
Indonesian native dances, and there are various other
arts such as traditional songs, traditional musical
instruments, traditional arts, and so on. Traditional
culture is an intellectual work that needs to get
protection. Traditional culture is the identity and
identity of the Indonesian nation that can be used
economically for the progress and welfare of society.
Traditional culture is an intellectual work that must be
protected. One form of intellectual work of traditional
culture is the expression traditional culture or
expression of folklore.
The Ministry of Education and Culture has
data showing that there are 2644 intangible cultural
works in Indonesia, but only 77 have been officially
established as Indonesia's intangible cultural heritage,
including six of which have been pre-designated as
World Heritage by UNESCO namely, Wayang, Keris,
Batik, Angklung, Saman Dance and Noken.9 The
richness of indigenous Indonesian culture claimed to
belong to other countries amounts to 34 (thirty four)
types of culture.10
There are two theories that are
philosophically related to the assumption that
intellectual property rights are a system of ownership.
The theory stated by John Locke and Hegel. Both
John Locke and Hegel originated from the Theory of
Natural Law which originated in the morality of what
is good and what is bad.11The Theory of Natural Law
with one of its figures, Thomas Aquinas regards law
as universal and lives in every one's soul. The law
must be subject to the divine moral constraints based
on human reason.12
John Locke taught the concept of property in
relation to human rights with his statement "Life,
Liberty, Property." Locke said that the property of a
human being towards the object he produced has
existed since the human being was born. Things in this
sense are not only tangible objects, but also abstrLaw
ones, called property rights of intangible things, which
are the result of human intellect.13Locke emphasized
the importance of rewarding those who have made
sacrifices to discover and cultivate something that
comes from nature in the form of possession. As
expressed as follows: "... yet every man has a"
property "in his own" person ". This nobody has any
right to but himself. The 'labor' of his body and the
'work' of his hands, we may say, are properly
his.Whatsoever, then, he removes out of the state that
Nature hath provided and left in, he hath mixed his
labor with it, and joined it to it something that is his
own, and makes it his property . "14
Hegel developed the concept of "Right, Ethic
and State" essentially as the existence of the
personality. Hegel's thought became the basis of the
justification of intellectual property rights that there is
something more in property than just the behavior of
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human instincts.15 The importance of wealth
(property) as one way to build, develop and
understand the personality of a person, the expression
to be mastered, as well as setting boundaries between
other personal and other wealth of society.
3. National Law and International LawInstruments
As the definition of copyright in Law no. 28
Year 2014 it can be known elements and properties of
copyright as follows.
a. Copyright is an exclusive right in the form of
special, special rights reserved solely for the
author or the copyright holder so that no other
party may use such rights without the author's or
copyright's authorization;
b. The copyright function for the creator or copyright
holder is to announce or reproduce the copyright
and / or permit the other party to announce or
reproduce the work.
c. There are restrictions on the use of copyright as
defined by the laws and regulations. In the case of
exercising an exclusive right of the author in the
form of the right to announce or multiply the
creation or permit the other party to announce or
multiply the creation not as freely as possible.
However, it is limited by the provisions of the
Copyright Law itself. It shows that in copyright
there is a social function. In use and utilization, it
should have a social function;
d. Copyright is an immaterial moving object
(immaterial object) that can be transferred or
transferred to another party either wholly or
partially.
In general, traditional cultural expressions,
such as cultural works in general, can be classified as
tangible (including touchable, solid objects) and
intangible (including values, concepts, and procedures
such as ceremonies, theater, dance, and music and
literature). These traditional art phrases can contain in
them:16
1. Aesthetic values and these are in turn related to the
techniques of disclosing (the perpetrators) as well
as the techniques in making their instruments and
property;
2. Symbolic values that may be related to the
worldview and belief system in the culture
concerned; and
3. Functions in the affirmation of belief systems and
or social systems within the supporting societies
concerned.
There are several international conventions
that discuss and regulate copyright, among others:
a. TRIPs Agreement
TRIPs Agreement stands for The Agreement
on Trade-Related of Intellectual Property Rights, one
of the most important multilateral agreements relating
to intellectual property rights. The general objective of
the TRIPs Agreement is to reduce irregularities and
barriers in international trade, more effective
promotion of intellectual property protection, promote
or encourage technological innovation, provide a
balance between rights and obligations between
producers and users. The State of Indonesia has
ratified this agreement through Law No. 7 of 1994.
A. Samuel Oddie in his writings mentions
that IPR protection under the TRIP's agreement as a
"polite form of economic imperialism".17 The purpose
of Intellectual Property Rights for the development of
Indonesia in general, there are several benefits derived
from a good IPR system that is:18
1. IPR enhances trade and investment position;
2. IPR develops technology;
3. IPR encourages companies to compete
internationally;
4. Intellectual Property Rights can help to
commercialize inventory and innovation
effectively;
5. IPR may develop socio-cultural;
6. IPR Top of Formcan maintain an international
reputation for export.
b. Berne Convention
Berne Convention for the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Works is the most important
multilateral Convention in copyright. This Convention
was first adopted on September 9, 1886. The Berne
Convention has three basic principles: national
treatment, automatic protection, and independence of
protection. Indonesia was a member of the Berne
Convention in 1959 but went back to being a member
through Presidential Decree No. 18/1997 on the
ratification of the Berne Convention for the Protection
of Literary and Artistic Works.
c. Universal Copyright Convention (UCC)
The Universal Copyright Convention is a
copyright convention that was born because of the
idea of the participants of the Berne and the United
States Convention sponsored by the United Nations,
especially UNESCO is to unify a universal legal
system of copyright. The UCC was promulgated and
signed in Jenawa in September 1952, and was revised
in Paris in 1971. The monumental provisions of the
Universal Convention are the provisions of the
copyright formalities in the form of the obligation of
each work to be protected must include the C mark in
the circle, along with the name of the creator, and the
year the work began to be published.
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4. Protection of the Law of Dance and Song as the
Expression of Traditional Culture of Society in
the Perspective of National and International
Law
Intellectual property rights are a
form of human thought that is then translated into a
creation or invention. The most fundamental thing for
the protection of intellectual property rights is that a
person who has devoted his effort to creating or
finding something next has the natural right to control
what it creates.19Intellectual works that have been
acquired or have been packaged with an exclusive
right which is therefore the property of the owner
creates the market (demand and supply). This arises
because the implementation of the intellectual
property rights system meets the needs of the public.
In short, intellectual property rights are the driving
force for growth economy.20
One of the regimes of intellectual property
rights is the copyright that overshadows the protection
of traditional cultural expressions. Conradist
(conforming with the principles of responsiveness to
the aspirations of the relevant cultural and expressions
of the cultural expression. It may be necessary to
clarify the allocations of the folklore in the same
country or in different countries (so-called 'regional
folklore') .21
In Indonesia it should be recognized that the
protection of traditional cultural expression is still
very weak because it only regulates in general the
traditional cultural expression. In Article 38 Paragraph
(1) of Law No.28 Year 2014 About Copyright is
stated that "Copyright over traditional cultural
expressions held by the State". Furthermore, in
Paragraph (2) "The State shall inventory, preserve and
preserve the traditional cultural expression as referred
to in paragraph (1)." In order to protect Traditional
Cultural Expressions, the Government may prevent
monopolies or commercialization and destructive
Lawions or commercial uses without permission the
state of the Republic of Indonesia as the Copyright
Holder. This stipulation is intended to avoid the
Lawions of foreign parties that may undermine the
value of the culture. Folklordists referred to as a
collection of traditional creations, whether made by
groups or individuals in society, which shows their
social and cultural identity based on standards and
values, values spoken or followed for generations,
including:
a. Folklore, folk poetry;
b. Folk songs and traditional instrument music;
c. Folk dances, traditional games;
d. Art products include: paintings, drawings, carvings,
sculptures, mosaics, jewelry, handicrafts, clothing,
musical instruments and traditional weaving.
Subsequently, in Paragraph (3) it is also
affirmed that "To announce or reproduce the work
referred to in paragraph (2), non-Indonesian citizens
must first obtain permission from the relevant
agencies in the matter".
The presence of traditional cultural expressions
regulated by copyright is a refinement of copyright
after the approval of TRIPs. It should be well utilized
to make Indonesia as a major tourist destination in the
world international keeping in mind that Indonesia has
a variety of tribes and cultures that if managed in such
a way can caught the world's attention.
Protection against traditional cultural
expressions is closely related to tourism. This is
because culture is a very important resource for
tourism. Likewise, on the contrary, tourism provides
an important economic contribution to
culture.22Tourism can be one element to boost the
nation's economic growth. There is also the basis of
the idea of choosing tourism as one source of foreign
exchange, in addition to its quick yielding nature,
tourism as an industry by economists is considered a
"smokeless industry" which means that the harm or
losses caused relatively smaller than the other tech-
intensive industries.23 Therefore, traditional cultural
expressions should be given proper attention and care.
In the international world there have been
many legal instruments that try to accommodate
traditional cultural expressions. One of the most
important rights to international property is provided
for in Article 29 of the United Nations Declaration on
Indigenous Peoples Right:
"Indigenous people are entitled to the
recognition of the full ownership, control and
protection of their cultural and intellectual property.
They have the right to special measures to control,
develop and protect their science, technologies and
cultural manifestations including human and other
genetic resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the
properties of fauna and flora, oral traditions,
literatures, designs and visuals and performing arts ".
Then in Article 4 (2) Declaration on the Rights
of People of Ethnic, Religious and Language
Minoritiies:
"States shall take measures to create their own
cultural, language, religion, traditions and customs,
except where the prLawice is in violation of national
law and contrary to international standards".
In 1997, WIPO and UNESCO also hosted an
international forum specifically discussing folklore in
Phuket, Thailand. From the results of the meeting
produced several Lawion planyang include, among
others:24
1. The need for a new international standard in the
legal protection policy of folklore;
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2. The importance of maintaining a balanced
relationship between folklore origin and folklore
users.
Some countries have also protected traditional
cultural expressions in the form of law, one of them is
China. The Chinese Copyright Law of 1990 was
amended several times with the last change in 2010
with its official name in English, the Copyright Law
of the People's Republic of China.25 The latest
amendment law still regulates the same thing as the
provisions of Article 6 of the Chinese Copyright Law
in 1990 which provides that measures for the
protection of copyright in literary works and folk arts
must be formulated separately by the State Council.26
In addition to the Copyright Law, China further
provides positive protection in the system sui generis
model formulated in the Intangible Cultural Heritages
Law of the People's Republic of China where the law
has been adopted in the 19th Session of the Standing
Committee of the 11th National People's Congress of
the People's Republic of China on February 25,
2011.27The Chinese ICH Law consists of six chapters.
The first chapter on general provision, the second
chapter on the investigation of intangible cultural
heritage,28 the third chapter on the catalog of
representative items of intangible cultural heritage, the
fourth chapter on inheritance and spread of intangible
cultural heritage, the fifth chapter on legal liabilities,
and the fifth chapter on supplementary provisions.29
The ICH Law of China aims to inherit and
promote the unique traditional culture held by the
Chinese nation and to promote the development of
socialist spiritual civilization and to strengthen the
protection and preservation of the intangible cultural
heritage.30The ICH Law of China promotes two
principles in the protection of intangible cultural
heritage. Its protection should focus on authenticity,
completeness, and inheritance; should help strengthen
the recognition of Chinese culture, maintain unity and
ethnic unity of the country and promote social
harmony and sustainable development.31 The systems
specified in the Chinese ICH Law are the investigation
system, the list system of representative projects and
the system of inheritance and dissemination.
Then, in 2014, more specifically Minjian
wenxue yishu zuopin zhuzuoquan baohu tiaoli or in
English Regulations on Copyright Protection of Folk
Literary and Artistic Works (afterwards mentioned as
Draft Regulations)32is formulated by the National
Copyright Administration of the People's Republic of
China. The draft Ragulations provide specific and
systematic protection for the traditional cultural
expression of private rights perspective. The
perspective of private rights, especially the intellectual
property perspective, is a need for a separate
protection system against the intangible cultural
heritage.
Although Traditional Knowledge and
Traditional Cultural Expression are included in the
Chinese ICH Law, it is clear that they are very
different from the char Laweristics of intellectual
property protection. The purpose of the Draft
Ragulations is to protect the copyrights of the people's
literature and artwork, to ensure the fair use of such
works, and encourage the inheritance and
development of literature and folk art.33
Draft Ragulations constructs a comprehensive
system of copyright protection to protect traditional
cultural expressions and relevant privileges. The first
Draft Ragulations protects both for the traditional
cultural expression of Chinese society and the
expression of foreign traditional culture which states
that 'the Regulations apply to Chinese folk literary and
artistic works'.34 Meanwhile, in the folklore of
foreigners and artistic work under agreements signed
between China and the country in which they have, or
under international agreements in which the two
States are parties shall be protected by laws.35
Secondly, the Draft Ragulations mention
beneficiaries36 in relation to traditional cultural
expressions and related rights for the first time state
that specific nations, ethnic groups or peoples who are
the copyright holders of literary and artistic art of the
people or in the law in English) calling it the term
'folk literary and artistic works'37entitled to
recognition, the prevention of distortion or errors of
such works, using the work by means of reproduction,
distribution, performance, adaptation and
dissemination, and so on. Additionally, such copyright
will not be allowed to be moved. Furthermore, the
Draft Regulations mention the beneficiaries of their
respective adapters, recorders, artists, persons
dictating literary and folk art. The use of literary
works and artistic art of the people requires
authorization of, and reasonable remunization
payments to their own copyright holders. Users
outside of specific nations, ethnic or community
groups require the authority of both adapter and
copyright holder of traditional cultural expression and
pay fees which is reasonable for both adapters and
copyright holders when using works adapted from
traditional cultural expressions.
If the arrangement of Traditional Cultural
Expression (TCE) is a representation of the Asian
continent with a large number of ethnic populations,
from the Americas even the first time set Sui Generis
on TCE. Panama is a country belonging to Latin
America that has no ethnic group with the highest
presetage (approximately 10% of the population) but
is the first Latin American country to form a law that
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specifically protects TCE.38The law is called Special
Law of Intellectual Property Rights on the
Collectibility of the Cultural Identity and Traditional
Knowledge hereinafter referred to as the Law on
Panama TCE). Panama Law no. 20 of 2000
(hereinafter referred to as the Panama TCE Law) is
established from indigenous peoples' own initiatives
which are also strongly supported by the Government
of Panama.39The Panama TCE Law is regulated
through Executing Decree no. 12 of 2001 / Executive
Decree No. 12 of March 20, 2001 with the
consideration that the context of the two rules is
highly interconnected. Although a decree only bars
administrative rules established by the administrative
is not the formation of the legislative body (legislative
body).40
The main purpose of the Panama TCE Law is
to give socio-cultural values to the indigenous culture
and to provide social justice.41 Collective intellectual
property rights and traditional knowledge of
indigenous peoples shall be protected through the
registration, promotion, commercialization and
marketing of such indigenous peoples' rights.42
Another major goal is the protection of originality and
authenticity of handicrafts and other traditional artistic
expressions.43 Subjects covered by the Panama TCE
Law include creations, such as invention, models,
drawings, and designs, innovations in pictures,
figures, symbols, and customs, traditions, beliefs,
spirituality, religiosity, cosmovision, folkloric, artistic
manifestations, traditional knowledge, and other types
of traditional expressions of society44that are part of
their cultural heritage. This includes tangible goods
and intangible goods.45 There are some special
provisions established in the regulation such as first,
traditional clothing;46 second, music, musical
instruments, dance, oral or written expression;47 and
thirdly, works and instruments and traditional work
techniques48 without distinguishing the content-wise
between this particular form and provision.
The approach adopted by Panama's seemingly
broad TCE Law is limited by four key criteria:
1. Material must be tradition-based even though it
does not need to be "old";49
2. It shall be collective, its material possessions
shall be unknown, there shall be no date of
manuf Law and shall constitute the inheritance of
all indigenous peoples,50 or shall be deemed to
belong to one or more indigenous Panamanian
communities;51
3. Materials should be commercially available;52
4. And shall conform to the classification system
established by Article 3 of the Palestinian Decree
no. 12 of 2001.
The Panama TCE law does not contain
provisions that explicitly define who the rights holders
are. The publication of the Panama TCE Law
postulates that the law clearly regulates collectivity of
stakeholders. However, disagreements arise in
prLawice, as well as uncertainty in a comprehensive
legal framework. For example, by De Obaldia it is
said that Article 4 of the Panama's TCE Law as the
main provision that explicitly establishes that
collectivity is the center of the law. Article 4 contains
the formulation of the words "collective rights of
indigenous peoples" ("Derochos colectivos de los
pueblos indi'genas"). Likewise in other provisions as
in Articles 1, 5, and 6.
The general concept of the Panama's TCE Law
is based on the collective notion of Intellectual
Property Rights of indigenous peoples, namely the
idea of the exclusive position of that right in the
jurisdiction of private law. Thus, the state as the right
holder does not seem to make an interpretative
conclusion. However, it should not be ruled out, even
Panama has a certain type of competence or certain
rights, other than procedural involvement in the Law
of registration, is DIGERPI53assertive Lawion to
approve or reject the rules of use set by indigenous
peoples where it is the core of protection. In regards to
registration, the state recognizes the collective
intellectual property rights of indigenous peoples.
What makes it clear, on the one hand, that the state,
namely DIGERPI, is a competent entity to decide on
collective rights concessions.54
Meanwhile, if we see folklore in Ghana it can be
divided into four categories, namely:55
1. Material Culture, encompassing various cultural
manifestations of a physical nature such as
processes and products of traditional technology,
skills, recipes, formulas or briefly called folk or
traditional technology;
2. Social Folk Custom, which emphasizes more on
social interaction aspects than individual abilities
or appearance. Included in this group, among
others, traditional religion, recreation and games;
3. Performing Folk Arts, including music, dance and
mime. This category is also related to other
categories of folklore, such as oral and written
literary works;
4. Oral literature / Verbal art, this category covers a
fairly broad aspect sometimes called "expressive
literature", this type of folklore passed down from
generation to generation through oral tradition.
In Indonesia Law Number 28 of 2014 on
Copyright has been strived to be the legal basis for
traditional cultural expression but the protection
provided is still very weak. This is also realized by
Valsala G. Kutty who said that,
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In the absence of detailed regulations, as
provided for under the CopyrightAct, there is a
vacuum in the legal framework for the implementation
of copyright protection for cultural products
representing communal properties. It is not clear as to
what mechanism will be developed for the commercial
or other use of cultural products by foreigners, and
whether any fair uses will be contemplated, and in
addition, if any royalty will be prescribed to be paid
for use of such cultural products. If such a mechanism
is developed, to which agency would payment be
made?56
If legal protection against traditional cultural
expressions is weak then it will give opportunity to the
outside world to claim Indonesian culture. For
example Malaysia featuring Pendet Dance in
advertising it tourism. The Indonesian Government
should not be apathetic in addressing it. In Indonesia
the arrangement of traditional knowledge and
traditional cultural expression is still in the form of
draft law while Malaysia has been forward several
steps forward with the Malaysian Heritage Act.
Article 69 of the Malay's Law Deed 645 of
2005 on National Heritage stipulates that "Everywhere
the National Heritage possessed or owned by any
other person other than the Guild Kingdom or the
Kingdom of the State may continue to be in the militia
of its own, the guardian or the holder of its mandate ".
Article 70 Paragraph (1) of the Malay's Law
Deed 645 of 2005 stipulates that "There shall therefore
be no exchange in respect of any inheritance of the
National Heritage except through:
a) inheritance; or
b) sales, with the permission of Pesuruhjaya
(Commissioner) first. "
Indonesia which has approximately 1,128
tribes needs to realize that the traditional cultural-
based wealth has a very high economic value. So it
takes commitment from all parties to protect and
preserve traditional cultural expression. The concrete
efforts that can be done is to formulate a regulation to
provide legal certainty to the expression traditional
culture. The government should not stand idly by this
situation, if left unchecked will make us lose the
economic potential that is big enough its contribution
to the welfare of Indonesian society. In addition, there
will be a tendency to forget the tradition that will lead
to the loss of identity against local wisdom.
The role that should be done by the
government in its involvement in the protection of
traditional cultural expressions and the development
of tourism are:
1. Regulation, meaning the government provides
rules on permits, planning, classification, system
and rules of remuneration;
2. Subsidies as capital to build facilities and
infrastructure;
3. Taxes;
4. Control over the price, welfare and resource
training that is contributed to the development
itself; and
5. Economy for government inventory and
consumption.
Conceptually, there is a fundamental difference
between intellectual property rights that tend to be
individualistic with the value possessed by the
communal Indonesian society. Then how is protection
afforded to ethnic groups that have traditional dance
and song art with individuals who create traditional
dance and song art? Such matters have not been
regulated in Indonesian laws and regulations which
serve as concrete proof of the fragility of the legal
basis for the protection of traditional cultural
expression in Indonesia. But as reference the Pacific
Model Law 2002 formulates that:
“Where an individual has developed a
tradition-based creation within his or her customary
context, it is considered from a community
perspective as the product of communal creative
processes. This aligns with the essential characteristics
of 'traditional' creations: they contain motifs, a style or
other items that are characteristic of and identify a
tradition and a community that still bears and practices
them. The creation is not 'owned' by the individual but
'controlled' by the community according to customary
legal systems and practices. This is what marks such a
creation as 'traditional' and provides a policy rationale
for providing benefits under the legislation at
collective rather than individual level "57
Then, the expression of traditional culture
under the auspices of copyright does it have the same
economic rights as the copyright itself or different?
There are also economic rights in copyright namely
reproduction rights, adaptation rights, distribution
rights, performance rights, broadcasting rights, cable
program rights, Droite de Suite and community
lending rights. The absence of a clear regulation of
traditional cultural expression becomes the urgency of
the establishment of the Law on The Traditional
Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expression and
related implementing regulations. Indonesia is one of
the richest countries in biodiversity and cultural
diversity in the world. Traditional Cultural Expression
is also part of the wealth of the nation and state, part
of national identity and national assets that must be
developed, protected, promoted, conserved and
utilized, locally, nationally and internationally for the
welfare of the Indonesian people as mandated in the
Preamble of the 1945 Constitution. Conservation
efforts undertaken by Indonesians are not comparable
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to efforts made to protect traditional cultural
expression. The community is open to anyone who
wants to learn and extract deep information about
traditional cultural expressions possessed without any
suspicion regarding the misuse and commercialization
of traditional cultural expressions by foreign parties.
To that end, the government has a role to direct the
community in an effort to protect traditional cultural
expressions. Conservation efforts undertaken by
Indonesians are not comparable to efforts made to
protect traditional cultural expressions. The
community is open to anyone who wants to learn and
extract deep information about traditional cultural
expressions possessed without any suspicion
regarding the misuse and commercialization of
traditional cultural expressions by foreign parties. To
that end, the government has a role to direct the
community in an effort to protect traditional cultural
expressions. Conservation efforts undertaken by
Indonesians are not comparable to efforts made to
protect traditional cultural expressions. The
community is open to anyone who wants to learn and
extract deep information about traditional cultural
expressions possessed without any suspicion
regarding the misuse and commercialization of
traditional cultural expressions by foreign parties. To
that end, the government has a role to direct the
community in an effort to protect traditional cultural
expressions.
In an effort to preserve and protect against
traditional cultural expressions, the government needs
to establish a system so that all parties can have a role
and mutual synergy. The diversity of regional culture
is the wealth and identity of the nation that is
indispensable to advance the national culture of
Indonesia amid the dynamics of world development.
To promote the national culture of Indonesia, a
strategic step is needed in the form of efforts to
promote culture through protection, development,
utilization and coaching in order to realize a politically
sovereign Indonesian society, economic self-reliance
and personality in the culture. The Government
established Law No. 5 of 2017 on the Culture
Advancement which is one of the goals is to preserve
the nation's cultural heritage.
In addition to regulation, the government must
also provide facilities and infrastructure in the
preservation and protection of traditional cultural
expressions. This should not be the attention of the
central government but also must touch up to the local
government district / city. One of the local policy
innovations in the effort of preservation and protection
against traditional cultural expressions is done by the
city government of Bandung which makes the
Wayang Sekolah (School Wayang) program is puppet
show for school-aged children in every week. This
program is a concrete step to preserve and protect the
puppets as Indonesian cultural heritage which some
time ago also appeared in animated children film Upin
& Ipin.
In this study, interviews were conducted with
several art galleries in South Sulawesi Province
representing three tribes that inhabit South Sulawesi
Province namely Makassar, Bugis and Toraja tribes.
In Makassar City which is the center of Makassar
sultanate of two twin kingdoms of Gowa-Tallo, there
are some sanggar that still conserve traditional dance
and song, among others:
1. The Anging Mammiri Foundation
The Anging Mammiri Foundation (YAMA) is
the oldest studio in Makassar city founded in 1964 by
Alm. Ida Joesoef Madjid and her husband Joesoef
Madjid, Ahmad Riva, and Andi Tunru. Currently
YAMA has been managed by the 2nd generation of
St. Sufaidahnur Joesoef Madjid. Dance that is still
preserved and maintained authenticity at this time is
Pakkarena dance, Padduppa dance, Pepe 'Pepe' ka ri
Makka dance. In addition, YAMA also created several
dances typical of YAMA studio which is the result of
collaboration and modification of some traditional
dance such as dance 4 ethnic. In terms of dance
creations typical of Anging Mamiri Foundation is
according to St Sufaidahnur Joesoef Madjid (51
Years) who is the Chairman of The Anging Mamiri
Foundation, a number of dance creations and
collaborations of several traditional dances created in
YAMA studio, have been duplicated by several
studios and commercialized. Related to this, YAMA
has never filed a lawsuit to the Commercial Court
regarding the plagiarism issue, artists who plagiarize
the traditional dance of YAMA creations and
collaborations.
The traditional dancec preserved by this studio
are:
1. Kalabirang dance which means glory is a welcome
dance.
2. Dance Kalompoanna Parasanganta is a dance that
shows the ethnic diversity in South Sulawesi by
combining dance movements of Makassarness,
Bugisness, and Torajaness in one dance.
3. Manrara Banua Dance.
4. Marambangang Dance.
As the oldest studio in Makassar that still exists
until now, this art studio often performing in national
and international stage. As the leading guard of
preservation of Traditional Cultural Expression in
Makassar city, so far the government's attention to
YAMA is good enough, one of the form of attention is
the giving of musical instrument and dance property
although not given periodically but the government's
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attention in the promotion of tourism both inside and
outside a country that involves the preservation of
Traditional Cultural Expressions such as YAMA is
very helpful in preserving the Traditional Cultural
Expression of South Sulawesi.
2. Paropo Studio
This studio was established since 1992 and is a
family studio. Therefore, members of the paropo
studio is limited only to family members of each
generation. There are some traditional dances
preserved in this studio, namely:
1. Ganrang Bulo Ilologading dance is a dance that
tells the life story of ilologading.
2. Ganrang Bula dance 1942 is a dance that tells
about the colonization that occurred in 1942. 3.
Si'ru dance is a harvest party dance.
4. Pepe 'Pepe'ka ri Makka Dance.
5. Mattude dance is a dance that tells the legend of a
girl trapped inside a giant clam
6. Pakatto Dance is a dance featuring farmers who
are harvesting rice.
In addition to traditional dances, this studio
also preserves traditional songs, namely 1. Ilolo
Gading; 2. Mammiri Anging; and 3. Pregnant Berua.
The management of this studio revealed that
some works from this studio have been claimed by
others. For example, some traditional dance moves
that are danced by other studios with different music
and dance names are a blasphemy. This is one of the
causes of the reluctance of the studio organizers to
open and preserve some traditional dances and songs
that have been passed down from generation to
generation in their families. This studio has received
assistance of Rp. 8,000,000, - from the PNPM
Program used for the cost of equipment procurement
and maintenance. Studio management hopes that the
government no longer do nepotism in cooperation
with art activists.
3. Ininnawa Studio
Inninawa studio was established since 2003 but
registered and has notarial deed in 2013. This studio
has received assistance from Balai Pustaka Provinsi in
2014 for IDR 150,000,000, - by submitting proposal
for development and development of studio.
There are also some traditional dances that are
preserved in this studio, namely:
1. Paduppa Dance
2. Bosara Dance
3. Paku Sumanga Dance
4. Four Ethnic Dance
The board of this studio hopes that the
distribution of aid and government's attention to the
studios and art activists can be evenly distributed. This
is because the government is considered inclined to
nepotism in the construction of studio. For example,
apart from in the case of aid also studio invited to
perform well in the province of South Sulawesi,
outside provinces and abroad tend to monotonous in
some studios only.
Makassar tribe formerly is the people of the
Kingdom of Gowa which has a legacy of dance and
traditional songs are diverse. In Kabupaten Gowa
there are several studios that still conserve traditional
dance and song, among others, as follows.
1. Gowa Turaya Pakarena Association Association
The more intimate studio called Ikare acronym
is located in Bulutana Village, Tinggimoncong
Subdistrict. This art studio has been taken care of by
third generation, that is Mak Cida who has been
awarded as Maestro from Minister of Culture in 2012.
The dance that is still preserved and kept its
authenticity is Pakarena dance. Pakarena dance is a
dance that is played by Pakarena (player) with the
typical motion, song and drum of the drum. Pakarena
dance in each region is different and has different
meanings in every movement. Pakarena dance in Ikare
studio is danced by the elderly women still wearing
bodo turiolo clothes (traditional clothing Makassar
tribe). There are 5 kinds of Pakarena dance that is
preserved and commonly performed, namely:
a) Dendang ri dendang, is a dance to welcome
guests and entertainment. b) Tau Bila / Daru Somba,
is a special dance performed on the important days of
the kingdom.c) Bunga Kebo, is a dance that is
displayed on the customary ceremony, a great
celebration, and at the time of the buffalo slug to
inaugurate the head of customary.d) SoreGandang, is
a dance for welcoming guest and as entertainment is
usually displayed when there are people coming to
marry from the area outside the kingdom of Gowa.e)
Salonreng, is a dance performed by women in pairs by
doing semi-martial movement in honor of guests.
In addition to traditional dances, there is also a
traditional song that accompanies every movement of
Pakarena dance. Bulutana Urban Community also still
maintains important ceremonies such as Saukang
(harvest party), Mapalili (Planning before plowing the
fields) and Arerang (rejecting bad things / disaster).
2. Shaykh Yusuf Studio
There are some traditional dances that are often
performed and traditional songs often sung by Shaykh
Yusuf's studio. The dances are as follows:
1. Experts in Dance
2. Ganrang Bulo Dance, is a dance that is played by
children while holding a musical instrument made
of bamboo. This dance illustrates the joy of
children playing.
3. Dance Paku Sumanga, is a dance that expresses
gratitude to God.
4. Dance Paduppa is a dance to welcome guests.
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5. Dance Bosara is a dance to welcome guests.





5. Batturatema ri Bulang
As a form of cultural preservation, this studio
teaches dance to children of several age categories
ranging from elementary to university without
charging a penny. Currently (2017) this studio has 115
members. They often perform traditional dance and
song of the region at various events. According to
Abdur Rahman Gathan (45 years) who is a studio
manager, so far the government's attention to the art
activist is good enough, one of the form of attention is
the provision of operational funding funds although
not provided regularly and incidentally only. He also
said that he does not know any rules related to
Traditional Culture Expression.
3. Arief Sirajuddin Studio
Traditional dances often performed by this
studio are as follows.a) Pepe'-Pepe 'Baine Dance, is a
dance that is danced by women while carrying a
burning torch and showing their immunity to fire. This
dance became a means of Muslim syiar in ancient
times where the lyrics of this dance accompaniment is
taken from the prayer of Prophet Ibrahim who is not
burned by fire. The difference between Pepe'-Pepe
'Baine dance and Pepe'-Pepe' ka ri Makka dance is
their dancers. Pepe'-Pepe 'Baine dance is danced by
females, while Pepe'-Pepe' ka ri Makka dance is
danced by men. In addition, there are differences in
the drum beats and the lyrics of the accompaniment.
a) Expert of Jangang Lea-Lea Dance
b) Ganrang Bulo Dance, is a dance performed by
children while holding a musical instrument made
of bamboo. This dance illustrates the joy of
children playing.d) Paraga dance is a dance that is
danced by men playing takraw where the takraw
ball used is a fireball.
As a form of cultural preservation, this studio
teaches dance to children of several age categories
ranging from elementary to university without
charging a penny. They often display local art at
various events. But they feel the wages given are still
not adequate. This dance studio has very often
perform local arts abroad. The owner of this studio
(the Late Arief Sirajuddin) is a cultural artist who has
created many works of art such as dance, song, poetry
and book. Currently this studio managed by the
second generation. Sangmangawaru (30 years) told
that this dance studio has performed in the
Netherlands and Malaysia. In the Netherlands they
were invited by the Indonesian government to perform
the local arts in the cultural exhibition of the
Indonesian embassy in the Netherlands. At that time
the entrance ticket is applied to every visitor who
wants to attend the cultural exhibition. In Malaysia,
they get a direct invitation from the Malaysian
government.
We also met with the Head of Cultural Office
of Gowa Regency, he explained that the Culture
Department is a new Task Force Unit of Local
Government (SKPD) in Gowa Regency after being
separated from the tourism office. Therefore, the
cultural office of Gowa regency is still in the stage of
revamping to carry out its function maximally. For
now, there has been an inventory of studios conducted
by the Cultural Office. In an effort to preserve the
culture of Gowa regency, the government often invites
the existing studio to perform traditional dances and
songs. One of them is at the recently held Bromo
Festival. In addition, each year the government also
provides equipment procurement assistance to studios
in Gowa regency.
In the near future, the government of Gowa
regency plans to break the record of MURI
(Indonesian Record Museum) playing the most drums
that will be one of the series of Gowa anniversary
celebrations. In order to be able to optimize the
preservation and protection of culture, especially
traditional dance and song, the government will
establish an art studio forum that can be a media to
coordinate and share between government and art
activist so as to create synergy between them.
Currently the government recognizes that there is no
local regulation that becomes concrete proof of
government protection against traditional dance and
song.
Bugisness traditional dances and song in this
research are represented by Bone Regency. The Bugis
tribe in ancient times was the people of the Kingdom
of Bone. Currently in Bone Regency there are some
studios that still conserve traditional dance and song,
among others, as follows.
1. Sanggar Saoraja Studio
This studio was established since 1992 but was
vacuum and active again in 2012. There are also
traditional dances and traditional songs that are often
staged and still preserved by this studio, namely:
1. Pajaga Andi Makkunrai dance, in ancient times
this dance was shown to welcome royal guests
danced by royal princesses.
2. Dance Alusu ', is a welcoming dance for all circles
of society at a particular event or celebration.
Pajoge Dance is a welcoming dance for all circles
of society at a particular event or celebration.
The songs are:
1. Masyaallah
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2. Indologo
3. Ininnawa




The re-activation of Saoraja Studio after a long
vacuum is a form of love and concern for the young
generation of Bone to preserve the culture. This art
studio has many members ranging from junior high
school to university students. For operational budget,
this studio collects registration fee and contribution
amount of IDR 30,000, - every month from member
of studio. A. Irwan (29 years) and Tri Paturui Tenriola
(25 years) explained that so far funding for studio
activities is still internally sourced and has never
received any funding from the government. Studio
Secretariat office is also only utilizes the Pawawoi
Museum yard as a practice place.
The reaction of the board and members of the
studio to foreign parties who study or display the
Indonesian culture abroad are happy and proud but do
not agree if the culture is claimed. The hope of the
studio management is that traditional art activists are
given incentives every month as cultural activists.
4. Salawattang Studio
Salawattang Studio still preserves traditional
dance from Bone as well as Sanggar Saoraja. So even
with traditional songs that often staged. The studio has
not had a permanent secretariat and is still nomadic
and relies on volunteers from studio members who
want to lend a place for use as a secretariat. Funding
of this studio is still sourced from the internal studio
and the income of an invitation to perform . In 2017
this studio get donation from the government for
operational fund amount of Rp. 7.5 million. Wahyudi
(22 years) explained that the government's role is
getting better every year even more so when the
Cultural Office has been separated from the Tourism
Department. But the board members see the lack of
government role in the preservation of traditional
dances and songs in Bone regency. One of them is
only a few traditional dances and songs that are
continuously performed and promoted while there are
still many dances that have not been inventoried and
tend to be forgotten. They are unhappy when outsiders
have started making claims against traditional dances
and songs of Bone regency.
In Bone Regency, we also had the opportunity
to interview a Bissu '. Bissu'is a Bugisness priest who
in ancient times served to guard the royal heirlooms.
Bissu'is a calabai or transvestite who describes gender
equality between men and women. So although
biologically Bissu'is a man but they behave like a
woman.
Puang Lolo (52 years old) explains that dances
commonly danced by Bissu include: 1.Ma'giri Dance
2. Sere Alusu3. Mappalau Sumanga Dance4. Sere
Mappabittu5. Sere Madampaalameng
In addition to traditional dances, there are also
traditional songs commonly sung by Bissu ', namely:
1. Memmang and 2. Masambo.
Puang lolo hopes that Bissu 'will continue to be
preserved in Bone society by restoring its role and re-
establishment of Bissu' organization structure that has
not been renewed for a long time. The appointment of
Bissu 'chairman was last held in the 90s with Puang
Mattoa. However since Puang Mattoa died in 2000
there is no longer inauguration and appointment of
Bissu 'chairman as Bissu's new regeneration.
We also had the opportunity to meet with the
Head of Bone District Culture Office. He explained
that the separation of Culture Department from the
Tourism Department has only been running for a year.
Therefore, the government is still in the stage of
improving the preservation and development of
culture in Bone District. Some efforts made by the
government are the search for dance and songs that
have not been inventoried as recently found the
culture of Mencak Sandeq. In addition, the office has
intensified the effort of preservation of dance and song
by doing some changes, for example in terms of
duration and attribute of dance without eliminating the
meaning and wisdom of the culture. The regent
government also seeks to involve all stakeholders in
order that the expression of traditional culture in the
region is designated as Indonesian object's cultural
heritage from the Ministry of Tourism and Culture of
the Republic of Indonesia. This culture can be
registered at the Directorate General of Intellectual
Property Rights. There are also obstacles faced, such
as a dance that can not be performed by indiscriminate
people such as Ma'giri Dance which can only be
danced by Bissu 'and Gandrang Sanro Dance that can
only be played by the Sanro (shaman) for the sake of
treatment.
In Tana Toraja Regency we visited the
Department of Tourism and Culture Department as
well as some art studios. These art studios are as
follows.
1. Ma'Paundun Foundation
This studio was active on 3 October 1998
which was founded by (the Late) Mande. The studio
accommodates children from the suburbs of Tana
Toraja area, where they are then schooled and trained
in dance and music. One uniqueness of this studio is
the preservation of bamboo music called pompang.
There are also traditional dance and traditional songs
are preserved by this studio, namely:
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1. Pagellu Dance, which is a welcome dance that is
only danced on the show of joy
2. Pa'dao Bulan Dance, the welcome dance that is
only danced on the show of joy
3. Ma'katiak dance, the welcome dance that is only
danced on the show of sorrow.
4. Paranding Dance, the welcome dance that is only
danced on the occasion of sorrow but especially
for the nobility.




This studio has never received donation from
the government for the procurement of equipment and
coaching. The Government only involves the studio in
various government events to showcase Tana Toraja.
Because it is located in the tourist destination that is in
Sangalla, this studio often is often visited by foreign
tourists who want to listen to bamboo music and to see
Toraja's traditional dance.
These studio organizers do not agree if there
are outsider parties who claim toraja culture. It does
not matter for them if there are other parties who
perform Toraja's traditional dance as long as they do
not change the basic movements, the music and
attributes that are worn when dancing. This is because
the most important in conservation efforts is the
preservation of the values contained in the art of dance
and traditional songs. It is very often that the value
and meaning become a problem, because today most
people are only concerned with the function of
entertainment so for the aesthetic they change the
movement and also attributes. The studio management
hopes that the government will not only make
recognition of toraja culture but also inventory it so
that there is legal certainty in the effort of its
protection.
There are several reasons why the management
of this studio still continues to preserve Toraja culture
that is the house that is occupied as a place to live and
also the place of practice has been known by tourists
so they always come especially to watch bamboo
music playing, and certainly his love of Toraja culture
that encourages to continue to preserve the Toraja
culture.
2. Soyan Ballo Studio
The traditional dance and traditional songs are
still preserved by this studio, as follows:
1. Pa'gellu Dance
2. Pa'dao Moon Dance
3. Mappapat Dance, the welcoming dance
4. Dance Tirra ', which is a dance to dispel the evil
spirits
5. Manimbong Dance, which is a dance as a
thanksgiving played by men
6. Ma'nani Dance, which is a dance as a thanksgiving
played by women





This studio is often invited to perform at
various government events. Members of this studio
are students of State Junior High School I of Makale
(SMPN I) along with demisiers. The studio has never
received any assistance from the government for
procurement or development. The board members
argue that government participation in conservation
efforts has been quite active to involve the studios and
make events to promote the culture. But the
government has not accommodate properly related to
the protection of culture, especially traditional dance
and song.
3. Barandilauq Studio
Barandilauq Studio is long standing but active
again in year 2005. In order to be a member of this
studio, the candidates then must follow the selection
held once in a year. The studio is managed by the
second generation of (the late) Ate Tanglo who is the
creator of traditional dancesof Tana Toraja that are Pa
'Dao Moon and Pa'Burake Dances. The Pa'Dao Moon
dance is very often to be performed in various events
and can be danced by the wider community. The
family also does not mind if this dance is freely
danced as long as it does not change the basic
movement and the meaning contained in dance is not
lost. For Pa'Burake Dance the family has agreed that
this dance is enough danced by the family to keep its
authenticity. Even if Pa ' Burake dance is taught to
members of the studio then it is limited to those who
are trusted by the family. During this time, people
who dance Pa'Dao Bulan still mention the creator of
this dance but the heirs of the creator cannot enjoy
economic benefit . The heirs also have not registered
this dance to the Directorate General of Intellectual
Property. Until now, the studio, managed by Mrs.
Flora, has never received assistance from the
government for the procurement of equipment and
coaching studio.
The Tourism Office of Tana Toraja Regency
reveals that Tana Toraja regency government is
currently working to produce culture in written form
so that there will be standardization to every culture
that exists in Tana Toraja. The approach used by the
government is approach to indigenous groups because
in Tana Toraja there are 22 indigenous areas with
different cultures. For the Cultural Office of Tana
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Toraja Regency since May of 2017 has been trying to
preserve the culture by conducting a search first in 22
custom territories.To increase the enthusiasm of
society towards the culture then held the race- race so
that culture can be packed in events that can also
attract tourists. Regional autonomy provides an
opportunity for every region in Indonesia to preserve
and protect traditional cultural expressions. Part Three
containing Concurrent Government Affairs Article 11
paragraph (2) of Law no. 23 of 2014 on Regional
Government mandates that: "The obligatory
Government Affairs as referred to in paragraph (1)
shall consist of Government Affairs relating to Basic
Services and Government Affairs which are not
related to the Basic Service." Later in Article 12
paragraph (2) a Mandatory Government Affairs not
related to Basic Service is a culture The role of the
government, in particular the Provincial Government
of Sulawesi Selatan which is mandated by the Law of
Copyright and the Law of Regional Government in the
effort of preservation and protection against
Traditional Culture Expression at this time is by
giving aid in the form of musical instrument and
dance property to the sanggar -sanggar which have
been legitimized with a license issued by the United
Nations and Political Entity and has a deed of
establishment issued by a notary. Currently based on
data collected from the Department of Culture and
Tourism of South Sulawesi Province, there have been
40 sanggar coming from various districts in South
Sulawesi who have received assistance from the
Provincial Government. Based on the mandate of
Article 38 Paragraph (2) of Law no. 28 year 2014
determined that "The State shall inventory,
In addition, the government's effort to preserve
traditional cultural expressions in South Sulawesi in
terms of coaching is to set up a Regional Duties Unit
(UPTD) of Taman Budaya that is tasked to conduct
guidance and conservation of studios that preserve
dance and song in. South Sulawesi. Related to the
protection of traditional cultural expressions in South
Sulawesi, the government in this case the Department
of Culture and Tourism of South Sulawesi Province
since 2013 seeks to propose the expression of
traditional culture of South Sulawesi to be designated
as Indonesian Cultural Heritage Taken by the Ministry
of Culture and the Tourism Republic of Indonesia
which also includes dance and songs that come from
various ethnic in South Sulawesi.
Currently there are listed 8 Traditional Cultural
Expressions of South Sulawesi Especially, especially
the dance and song that have been determined as the
Intangible Heritage of Indonesian. This is an evidence
that the government plays an active role in preserving
and protecting the traditional cultural expression. The
Government also needs to synergize with cultural
activists by cooperating with traditional art galleries to
preserve traditional dance and songs. Some traditional
art galleries in South Sulawesi province as resource
persons in this study reveal the government's lack of
role in the development and development of art
galleries in the local area. While these artists have a
role to play in efforts to preserve traditional cultural
expressions and direct public contacts.
1. Conduct inventory of traditional dance and song
2. The government may provide funding for
operational efforts;
3. The Government may provide assistance in the
procurement of equipment and equipment of the
studio;
4. Provide a container for cultural performances;
5. Conducting coaching by holding training;
6. Involving traditional art galleries in tourism
promotion; and
7. Provide incentives to artists or studio organizers on
a regular basis.
D. Conclusion
1. There is still no comprehensive regulation on
Legal protection of intellectual property rights
over dance and song art as the traditional cultural
expression of the people of South Sulawesi in
Indonesia. Article 38 of Law Number 28 Year
2014 and the Draft Government Regulation on
Traditional Cultural Expressions are still partial,
only covering the aspects of inventorying,
preserving, and maintaining traditional cultural
expressions not including aspects of the use of
intellectual works which are actually the core of
intellectual property rights protection. Efforts to
regulate the expression of traditional culture in a
separate regulation (sui generis) have long been
sought, but the Draft Law on Traditional
Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expressions
(Draft Law on PT / EBT) which has long been
prepared at the initiative of the Regional
Representative Council (DPD), until now has
never been discussed in the House of
Representatives. The vacancy is sought to be
overcome through Law Number 5 of 2017
concerning the Advancement of Culture. However,
the Utilization aspect in this Law only regulates
the utilization of Cultural Advancement Objects
through the processing of Cultural Advancement
Objects into products, which are the essence of the
utilization of Traditional Knowledge and
Traditional Technology; do not include the use of
Traditional Cultural Expressions. Arrangement of
intellectual property rights over dance and song as
traditional cultural expressions in international law
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that supports the recognition and protection of
folklore or traditional cultural expressions only in
the form of model law which is soft law and has no
binding power towards countries.
2. Legal protection in terms of the use of dance and
song as an expression of traditional culture by
other parties has not been comprehenciveley
regulated in national and international law. Law
Number 5 Year 2017 only regulates the use of
objects of cultural advancement that are processed
into products, which are more related to traditional
knowledge, not related to traditional cultural
expressions. In international law in the form of a
law model, the regulation of protection and
recognition of folklore, including its use, is left to
the national laws of each country. Some countries
have regulated the legal protection of traditional
cultural expressions in separate statutory
provisions (sui generis).
E. Recommendations
1. The need for sui generis provisions governing the
protection of Traditional Cultural Expressions.
Therefore, the Bill of Traditional Knowledge /
Traditional Cultural Expression which has never
been discussed in the DPR, needs to be encouraged
so that it can be discussed as a law.
2. If the effort to regulate in sui generis is not
possible, it is necessary to include arrangements
for the use of traditional cultural expressions by
other parties in the Government Regulation on the
Utilization of Cultural Advancing Objects, with
the stipulation that the Utilization of Cultural
Advancing Objects is not only in the form of
Product Processing of Cultural Advancement
Objects but also includes the utilization in the form
of commercialization of Cultural Advancement
Objects in the form of traditional cultural
expressions, such as dance and song.
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